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A five stage purification mechanism involving use of five filter cartridges including an RO membrane,
360 x 235 x 430 mm dimensions, 8.5 kg weight â€“ these are features of this Eureka Forbes RO
system called Aqua Sure Elegant RO. The membrane used in this system is the TFC spiral type,
which rejects 98 percent of standard contaminants and is less susceptible to bacterial odor. This
membrane is not chlorine tolerant, and hence, carbon filters are incorporated to check the chlorine.
The better the quality of the membrane and more features incorporated to enhance its life, greater
will be its performance. Elegant RO Eureka Forbes RO system truly exhibits this feature. Moreover,
all Eureka Forbes water purifiers are archetypes of innovation, advanced technology, superlative
quality, and purification effectiveness. Each of the systems is endorsed by global certification bodies.

	 	

During the purification process, Elegant RO removes the A-Z of contaminants. This machine never
leaves any scope for grievance. You always get safe water from the faucet. Well, you need
electricity and running water with good pressure to run it. All RO systems do require these two
aspects. Do not be confused about the wastage of H2O; every RO system available in the market
wastes water during purification. Elegant RO comes with storage capacity 6 liters, ideal for small to
medium families. The micro switch float feature avoids water from overflowing and maximizes
storage capacity. One feature of this Eureka Forbes RO system worth mentioning is its manual
flush, helping clean the cartridge and enhancing its life. The auto shut off mechanism helps you
save energy; the appliance shuts itself off automatically if not used for over 10 minutes. TDS is
reduced by 90 percent. This purifier comes with glass holding facility to your convenience.

	

There are more Eureka Forbes water purifiers under the Aqua Sure category. Here is a list of the
complete series under different categories:

â€¢	Aqua Sure RO: Spring fresh DX, Elegant RO, Nano RO

â€¢	Aqua Sure UV: Crystal, Elite UV, Smart UV

â€¢	Aqua Sure Storage: Amrit with Kitanu Magnet, Xtra

â€¢	Aqua Sure RO+UV water filter.

These Eureka Forbes water purifiers are available at all leading consumer durable, home appliance
and modern organized retail outlets. When it comes to providing after sales service support, this
company never leaves any scope for grievance. Prompt and efficient services are always ensured.
Just dial 3988 3333, the Eureka Forbes customer care number!
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Agam Singh is freelance market analyst and is writing reviews water purifier related articles and
gives updates on  a eureka forbes water purifiers and other a eureka forbes products. Read more at
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